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Corporate Corner 

“I have elected to relinquish the Corporate Corner to one of my many talented 
employees, Mrs. Candice Davis.  Candice put into words what IDS truly 
represents – Freshness.  Enjoy!”  
 
- Darrin Luedke, Vice President & COO 
 
 
 
 

When you hear that a product of any kind is ‘new and improved’, it 
immediately evokes an eye rolling ‘yea right’ as though you have envisioned a 
bad infomercial.  If something is new, then how is it improved, and if something 
has been improved, then how is it new.  Furthermore, who wants a product 
that had to be improved upon and released as new, what was wrong with the 
original, too much nostalgia maybe? 
 

Fresh.  That is a much better and completely different description.  Like produce.  
Imagine picking a bright, perfectly hued, dew-kissed peach straight from the 
tree…and then biting into the delicious, juicy, sweet fruit as you gaze longingly 
into the sunrise and contemplate how fresh your peach was.  Farm to table?  
No, tree to hand, that is fresh.  No middleman.  You saw that peach, you picked 
it, you hold it in your hand, that peach was hand selected by you and boy is it 
fresh!  Just the word fresh feels happy when you say it or hear it. 
 

IDS is fresh.  While Systems Atlanta has over 30 years of experience, IDS is no 
stale bread my friend.  IDS is fresh, like that peach you’re almost done mentally 
savoring.  You probably wouldn’t eat a ‘new and improved’ peach, that sounds 
unappealing; you want a fresh peach, probably non-GMO and gluten free, just 
like you want fresh IDS.  That’s why the employees at Systems Atlanta are 
dedicated to making sure what you have is fresh.  We may not be a peach 
orchard, but our Georgia based company uses southern hospitality to help you 
pick the perfect IDS solution; respecting our customers’ input and needs, we 
provide IDS software that has what you need – when you need it. 
 

Get the experience of IDS* from the experts, and stay fresh.  
 

*IDS comes standard non-GMO and gluten free for your freshest enjoyment 
(tongue in check humor attempted!).   
 

Disclaimer: No peaches were harmed during the writing of this article.     
 

- Candice Davis, Operations Support Specialist 
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The Systems Atlanta Digital Range Information System (DRIS) 
provides the tools necessary to safely and efficiently manage 

range activities, such as tracking range status, coordinating area 
activation, clearing drop zones, or notifying agencies to cease 

operations when required. In addition, the DRIS allows for the 
notification, approval, and tracking of operation altitudes, activity 

locations, and any other important information necessary to 
enhance operational safety.  
 

One of the most significant features of the SAI DRIS that contributes to 
operational safety and efficiencies is the notification and positive 
acknowledgement feature. Through this feature, the activation, approval, and 
tracking of range airspace is performed instantaneously by automated means, 
eliminating phone / radio coordination and the potential for 
miscommunication. Range Control personnel simply select the airspace  
requested and the mission details.  This information is then transmitted to Air 
Traffic Control (ATC) or Airspace Information Center (AIC) personnel for review 
action.  Upon receipt of the range request, ATC or AIC can then either approve 
or deny the airspace activity request with the touch of an SAI DRIS pre-
designated button.  The airspace activation approval / denial process is further 
enhanced through the system’s inherent capturing of date / time / initials for 
future reference (e.g., range use report). The SAI DRIS also ensures that range 
airspace information remains current and accurate, despite changeover of 
personnel during the operational time-period(s). 
 

Furthermore, SAI’s DRIS enables range status information to be displayed 
graphically (e.g., visual depiction of range areas, firing arcs, and drop zone areas 
on the locally configured airspace map). Flight routes, sector closures, and 
other special use airspace information can also be displayed if applicable to the  

 

...continued on page 2 

Putting a Face to a Name 
 

Delvin Dennis admits that he 
is an “Army Brat”, born at Fort 
Hood, TX. and then venturing 
to many other locations, such 
as Fort Benning, GA. and 
Butzbach, Germany. Despite 
moving around a great deal 
growing up, Delvin has spent 
most of his adult life and calls 
Atlanta, GA. home.  
 

Delvin has worked at Systems 
Atlanta for almost 5 years as a 
Software Engineer. During his 
tenure he has been key to the 
development and success of 
many projects past, present, 
and on-going.  
 

Delvin is an ardent “Foodie” 
and his love of all things 
edible guides him to eagerly 
await employee birthday 
recognitions…for the cake and 
ice cream of course! To 
balance out his love of eating 
he starts and completes 5K 
runs and also plays flag 
football on a regular basis. 
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...continued from page 2 
 

operation. The SAI DRIS map is updated in real time with the capability to show 
requests, approvals, and activations as they occur. The SAI DRIS can also be 
configured with a “ceasefire” notification to expedite the termination of all 
operations during an emergency situation. This provides a very obvious visual 
indication on the SAI DRIS map when area activity is terminated thus 
accelerating the overall coordination process. 
 

Finally, the SAI DRIS is able to transmit real-time range activity over a dedicated 
radio frequency or phone line eliminating recurring phone and radio calls 
requesting area status. The SAI DRIS has proven itself as an invaluable tool in 
the safe and efficient management of range airspace activities. For a more 
detailed look at SAI DRIS capabilities please view our informational video at 
https://youtu.be/irafRfXEUEE.  
  

- Jeff Collar, Sr. Systems Technician 

We at Systems Atlanta, Inc. (SAI) love to showcase 
our IDS5™ software solution by demonstrating the 
operational advantages that can be gained by simply 
using the latest and greatest functionality / design 
tools available within IDS5™ .  As I travel around the 

world visiting sites and touring their facilities, I have witnessed varying levels of 
IDS complexity within the 1,000’s of databases serving our customers. Some 
sites use the system for just about everything (e.g., position logs, daily 
checklists, duty schedules, interactive DRIS maps, dynamic airfield diagrams) 
while a few other locations use the system to simply display the latest weather 
observation. One of the primary reasons for this disparity, based on our 
findings, was that most location’s personnel desired or needed more 
training.  Although the IDS5™ software version and capabilities are typically 
identical at each location, many facility database administrators are time 
constrained and desire some proficiency or currency training.  
 

As a result of these findings, we started offering (for the first time ever) in 2017 
an in-house IDS5™ refresher course. This course is not only intended to 
strengthen the proficiency of our current database administrators on the 
usefulness of the system, but it is also designed to teach them how to exploit 
the newer feature that were not available when they were initially trained. The 
new IDS5™ features allow for a much broader and effective use of the system 
and allows for greater creativity in how information is displayed and shared. 
This fresh, new class will instruct database administrators on how to use IDS5™ 
tools to build and deploy operationally significant additions into their system. 
 

The response to this year’s fresh, new offering has been phenomenal; training 
has increased over 225% within the first 6 months of 2017 when compared to 
all of last year. This also holds true for our on-site training classes in that we are 
almost completely booked for the remainder of the year! We will continue to 
push forward in this training movement for the remainder of 2017 and for years 
to come. We applaud the creative abilities and the inquisitive nature of our 
students, and can’t wait to see where they take their systems next. 
 

- Ken Grassel, Director/Sales Operations 
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Independence Day 
 
As summer begins and the 4th 
of July Holiday approaches, 
we thought we would take 
the  opportunity to share a 
little history, as we prepare to 
celebrate our independence.  
 

While we celebrate  American 
Independence on the Fourth 
of July every year, it was 
actually on July 2, 1776 that 
independence from Great 
Britain was formally declared. 
This was also the day the draft 
Declaration of Independence 
was submitted, but it was on 
July 4, 1776 the Continental 
Congress adopted the final 
wording, which also became 
the date that was recorded on 
the Declaration itself.  

 

In the years that followed, 
celebrations of the 4th of July 
or Independence Day were 
sporadic, but in 1870, almost 
a hundred years after the 
signing of the Declaration of 
Independence, Congress first 
declared July 4th as a national 
holiday. From this point forth, 
the 4th of July holiday has 
been marked by fireworks, 
parades, and other outdoor 
events; however, we need 
never forget the celebration 
of American Independence.   
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https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=irafRfXEUEE&feature=youtu.be
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About Systems Atlanta, Inc. 

Systems Atlanta, Inc. provides 
comprehensive solutions and 
services that address the 
technology requirements of 
civilian and government air 
traffic control, aviation, and 
emergency facilities. As the  
leader in the Information 
Integration & Display Systems 
(IDS) industry, SAI has more 
than 30 years of experience 
developing and implementing 
IDS networks in all operational 
environments anywhere in 
the world. The company’s 
solutions include the widely 
adopted and highly tailorable 
IDS5™ ISD product suite and 
network engineering services. 
In addition, SAI offers both 
classroom and online training 
courses, technical support, 
program management, and 
other services designed to 
improve customers’ access to 
information, responsiveness 
situational awareness, and 
operational efficiencies. 

 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

Systems Atlanta, Inc. 
1100 Cobb International Place. NW 

Kennesaw GA 30152 

[P]      770.928.0240 
[F]      770.928.9396 

Systems Atlanta is offering numerous formal training opportunities 
throughout 2017 at our corporate headquarters in Kennesaw, GA.  
Whether you are new to IDS5™ or an experienced IDS5™ Database 

Administrator, we have training that will fit your needs.  
 

Additionally, Systems Atlanta will be exhibiting at several conferences 
in 2017.  This is a perfect opportunity to get a hands-on demonstration 
of the most current features and capabilities.  
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IDS5™ v1.8   Database Administrator Refresher Course - AAAS & AFAS Compatible 
 

IDS5™ v1.8   Database Administrator Course - AAAS & AFAS Compatible 
 

IDS5™ v1.8   Advanced Database Administrator & Maintenance Course - AAAS Compatible 
 

Closed for Holiday Observance    
 

62nd Annual ATCA Conf. in National Harbor, DC 
 

36th FAAMA Gathering of Eagles Conf. in Las Vegas, NV 


